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SDRA finished second place in the SYP Autumn Event, see more info on
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Christmas is undoubtedly one of the most special times of the year, all over the
world it is one of the most awaited festivities by young and old. It is a time of love,
hope, joy, sharing and sharing, it is an opportunity to get closer and surround
ourselves with our loved ones and an opportunity to sit down and review our plans
and goals, our achievements and our projects. And what better way to celebrate
Christmas than by combining it with the hobby we all love. 

For 16 years now, in the United States a net known as Santa Net has been held
every year on the frequency 3.916MHz, every night from 00:00UTC (7:00pm Central
and 8:00pm Dominican Republic time), starting the day after Thanksgiving and
ending on December 24. 

In this net, children can talk to Santa Claus through operators strategically
distributed to transmit the signal to and from the North Pole. Undoubtedly, this is a
unique opportunity for our children to feel the excitement of these holidays and we
can create unforgettable moments as a family and why not, even motivate our
children to become radio amateurs.

From 10 children the first year, to an expectation of more than 1,000 children for
this year, there is no doubt about the great work and effort that The 3916 Nets
team makes every year in each delivery. 

EDITORIAL
By Santiago Mejia HI8D
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One of the most used tools by radio amateurs
today, especially those of us who operate in
digital modes is GridTracker.
 
What is GridTracker?
GT is an extraordinary companion for digital
mode operators, because it concentrates in a
single program the tools and functionalities
that make our operation easier, faster and
more efficient.
Not only does it have the ability to store and
load contacts (in ADIF files), but GridTracker
listens to WSJT-X traffic and displays it on a
map. This visually gives us a complete,
accurate and timely picture of the bands and
the stations on them. 

Since its origins, GT has been evolving to be a
very powerful ham radio tool, not just for FT8!
GridTracker's user interface is an easy to use
interface and allows, from live traffic
decodes, watchbooks, real-time spot reports,
weather, current solar conditions and much
more.

F R O M  T H E  S H A C K  B y  S A N T I A G O  M E J I A  -  H I 8 OF R O M  T H E  S H A C K  B y  S A N T I A G O  M E J I A  -  H I 8 O
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Christmas is a special time and sharing it with our families through the hobby we
all love makes it even more special and if we can motivate a whole new generation
of hams, then we can only say Ho Ho Ho! Merry Christmas.

I urge you to visit the official Santa Net website for more information on how to get
our children to make a Qso with Santa Claus, including why not, our inner child. 

Visit www.cqsanta.com for more information.

 
 

 

GridTracker

http://www.cqsanta.com/


Highly advanced mapping of historical and
real-time contacts on a vivid and highly
customizable interactive map. Many overlays
are supported, such as Greyline, real-time
award tracking, lightning, Moon position and
PSK-Reporter reception reports (Spots).
Customizable audio and visual alerts
Full callsign search support from popular
databases.
Call Roster table view of live activity, also
highly customizable to support prize hunters
or special events.
Call Roster even includes POTA visibility for
easy hunting.
Easily initiate QSOs with a single click.
GridTracker integrates with many popular
logging programs and web-based systems,
allowing you to see the up-to-date progress of
your contacts and their awards.
Full DXCC, country, area code prefix
recognition
100% offline mode available for field day,
SOTA, IOTA and/or mobile use.
Off-air messaging system (online chat)
Real-time detection of other GridTracker and
Log4OM users

Some of the features of GridTracker are:
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Gridtracker is constantly evolving and improving, so its functionalities are getting
better and better. GT has an excellent team of developers, all active radio amateurs
and experienced dxists, which guarantees that GT's functionalities will always be
useful for users.
For our part, we collaborate with the GT team by supporting Spanish-speaking users
and translating our documentation into Spanish. We also make video tutorials for our
Youtube channel hamworldonline.

You can get Gridtracker for free or get more information by visiting
https://gridtracker.org/grid-tracker/.

Why settle for operating digital modes when you can master them with Gridtracker. 

https://www.youtube.com/c/hamworldonline
https://gridtracker.org/grid-tracker/


CQ POTA 
By David Lama HI8D
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We were present, representing the Dominican Amateur Radio Society, last November at
the Central Florida Pota Meetup, where more than 30 participants of the Parks on the Air
program gathered at Lake Louisa State Park (K-1893) in Clermont, Central Florida.

Activating hams:
 N4CPR  K4NYM  KA4KXX  KC1YL  KD4MZM  KF4RB  KO4ZKP  KQ4AID  N4SDB  N9NFT  N9VFR
 K3MTO NK4Q  NF1T  W1IP  W1SRR  AE4AW
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N4CPR Miguel, W1SSR Mike, KF4RB Ringo &
NK4Q David 

K4NYM Bill , KF4RB Ringo & KD4MZM  Eric

KF4KFL Tracy

Gazebo

KQ4AID Joe

Activators
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The Dominican Amateur Radio Society won second place in the annual POTA SupportThe Dominican Amateur Radio Society won second place in the annual POTA Support

Your Park Fall 2022 Version in the Club category.Your Park Fall 2022 Version in the Club category.     Thanks to the outstandingThanks to the outstanding

participation of HI8O Santiago Mejia, HI8GSP Gabriel Soto, HI8AM Fausto Alvaradoparticipation of HI8O Santiago Mejia, HI8GSP Gabriel Soto, HI8AM Fausto Alvarado

and HI8D David Lama, who activated the 27 parks in 4 Modes and 7 bands during theand HI8D David Lama, who activated the 27 parks in 4 Modes and 7 bands during the

event.event.

We congratulate the Jefferson County Amateur Club and our club for theirWe congratulate the Jefferson County Amateur Club and our club for their

commendable work in this event.commendable work in this event.

SUPPORT YOU PARK
WEEKEND AUTUNM 2022

PHOTO: HI8AM Fausto en el Parque Ecológico Laguna de Aurelio.PHOTO: HI8AM Fausto en el Parque Ecológico Laguna de Aurelio.   

SOURCE: POTASOURCE: POTA   



1ST PLACE

2ND PLACE
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SUPPORT YOU
PARK WEEKEND
AUTUNM 2022

HI8GSP Gabriel

HI8AM  Fausto

HI8O  Santiago

HI5YJM Yeudy

HI8D David 
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CHANGES ON 
POTA AWARDS
The RADAR certificate, which consisted of activating up to 12 references in a single day,
with a minimum distance traveled, was replaced in the POTA program. The certificate is
now called ROVER, and consists of activating references in multiples of 5 up to 30, in one
UTC day.  

ROVER categories:
Rover Warthog- 5 references in a UTC day.
Rover Rhino- 10 references in one UTC day
Rover Cheetah- 15 references in one day UTC
Rover Ostrich- 20 references in one day UTC
Rover Leopard- 25 references in one day UTC
Rover Lion- 30 references in one UTC day

POTA ROVER

HI8POTA managed, thanks to 5 operators in 24 hours UTC, to activate more than 25
references reaching the Leopard level of POTA ROVER AWARD.



CQ DX
By Edgar Pons HI8T

Good Practices When Operating FT8, FT4,
etc.

There are two times to transmit on FT8,
FT4 and Q65, etc. called odd and even
times, even times start transmission at
second 00 and second 30, odd times start
at second 15 and second 45.

When you get to a band, listen first, for a
couple of cycles, to determine which way
conditions are open, who is working, etc.

Before transmitting, look for a clear part
of the waterfall and position the red
marker (TX) there, to ensure that you are
transmitting in an area where there is not
currently a station. Remember that the
FT8 sometimes does not decode if there
are 2 signals, one on top of the other.

Preferably use the Hold TX option, so your
transmission will always be in the same
space.

If you call a station and it does not copy
you, move your red marker (TX) to another
part of the waterfall,  there may be other
stations where you are calling that are
stronger than you.

If you are calling CQ instead of answering,
do it in the time corresponding to your
geographic area; for example if there is
already one or more stations from the
Caribbean region, transmit with them,
there will be more stations that will hear
you.
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It is also recommended that you transmit together with a station close to yours, it
happens all the time that when a nearby station transmits, it blocks the weak
signals, thus limiting your reception of distant stations.

FT8, FT4, Q65 and JT65 are Weak Signal modes, not QRP, so you can use amplifiers
as long as they support the 15 second TX and 15 second RX duty cycle. An 800 watt
linear amplifier (for SSB) is comfortable with 200W or 250W with the FT8 duty
cycle.



FROM THE SPOTS

A quick look at
upcoming 

upcoming expeditions 
that will be on the air. 

Undoubtedly, 3Y0J, 
Bouvet Island, the most

most awaited of all.
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SUPPORT YOUR PARKS WINTER 2023
Third weekend January 2023
¡Participe!



ARRL

Decembee 2022
2-4          160 Meters
10-11        10 Meters

January 2023
7-8            RTTY Roundup
21-23        January VHF Contest
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SDRA is a non-profit entity incorporated under
Law 122-05 of the Dominican Republic.

info@sdra.do
www.sdra.do

RNC 4-30-33829-1
RNI: 31235/2022

Board 2022-2024
Santiago Mejia            HI8O               President
David Lama                  HI8D               Vicepresident
Vitelio Mejia                 HI8VMO        Secretary
Carlos Fernandez      HI8CAF          Treasurer
Edgar Pons                   HI8T               Member
Juan Salas                     HI8J                Member
Eduardo Sturla            HI8ESF          Member


